Happy New School Year!

Rhyme Time
Can you name a school word that rhymes with each of the following words?

1. bath __________________________ 5. fair __________________________
2. bleacher ______________________ 6. ape __________________________
3. lighting _______________________ 7. leading ______________________
4. stencil ________________________ 8. scraper ______________________

Secret Message
Unscramble the school subject words below to solve the secret message.

1. griaden 6 2 8 0 3 12 15
2. ceceisn 5 1 3 2 12 1 2
3. tamh 17 8 9 4
4. iwirtn 20 6 3 9 3 12 15
5. cumis 17 19 5 3 1
6. rta 8 6 9
7. aioslc tdissue 5 7 1 3 8 10 5 9 19 0 3 2 5

Use the number code to solve the secret message:

5 1 4 7 7 10 3 5 1 7 7 10 !
Rhyme Time

1. math
2. teacher
3. writing
4. pencil
5. chair
6. tape
7. reading
8. paper

Secret Message

1. reading
2. science
3. math
4. writing
5. music
6. art
7. social studies

Secret message: school is cool!